
Object-Oriented Programming (in Java)
Lab Assignment 4: Moving Actors
Introduction

We have worked through the key elements that are to be part of your 
final submission. These include:

• JavaFX framework implemented with skeleton menu and map 
of Middle Earth.

• Ability to populate two Army objects with a selection of Actor 
subtypes.

• Ability to display Actor attributes on the console screen (that 
is, ordinary text output through System.out.println() or 
System.out.printf()).

• Ability to display Army of Actor objects in a ListView.
• Ability to display Army of Actor objects in a TableView, 

accessing only the Actor superclass attributes (none of the 
subclass attributes). Ability to edit an Actor object's attributes. 
Changed attributes will be visible in the console display.

• Ability to start and suspend the movement of Actor objects.

The Required Elements

There are two elements to bring this project to closure:

• moving Actor objects
• Revised UML diagram

Details: Moving Actor Objects

The in-class lab work resulted in Actor objects moving randomly on the 
screen. You are to implement an algorithm where each Actor object 
looks for its nearest opponent then moves in relation the nearest 
opponent. The nature of the movement will be managed at the subclass 
level, for example, Hobbits move differently than Orcs (Hobbits run away,
Orcs run towards).

The movement of each Actor object is driven by a TranslateTransition. 
The controlling attributes for the TranslateTransition should be adjusted 
by a particular Actor's attributes. An Actor whose speed is greater will 
will have a shorter duration for the TranslateTransition (in other words, 
the TranslateTransition finish sooner). An Actor's health, could be used 
to influence the delay in starting the TranslateTransition. Other subclass 
attributes can also be factored into the TranslateTransition attributes.

If the Actor's health is to low, you could spawn a RotateTransition. The 
next time the move() method is triggered, the health may have changed 
sufficiently to trigger a different Transition (either TranslateTransition  or
RotateTransition).

Details: UML Diagram

I have demonstrated the use of Visio during labs and lectures. I have 
shown the elements that should be part of the UML diagram that will 
accompany your submission.

Optional Bonus: Managing Battles

This is NOT a requirement, but some have been working on a hand-to-
hand battle mechanism. If the health of an Actor drops to zero, that 
Actor is dead and can be removed from the Army's collection of Actors.

Submission

Your lab professor will provide further details about your final 
submission, but it will include the following. Printable material should be
assembled in a single electronic document.

Here's the list of elements that will be evaluated in your submission.:

• Problem Statement: What is the purpose of each of the move 
methods that you are implementing?

• Test Plan: The test plan need only identify the elements being 
tested for this phase, that is moving Actor objects.

• Program Code:
• JavaDoc documentation.
• UML diagram: Your diagrams will follow the style described 

during lectures and in your textbook.

Submission Due Date:

The completed work will be due by midnight Sunday April 20th. 
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